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Why do I need to know my skills? 
 
If you are feeling unhappy or stuck in your current role, or not knowing where to start on 
writing a resume or biography, this exercise is for you! There could be several reasons why 
you are unhappy or stuck. The real problem could one or more of the following: 
 
1. You are unable to describe your strengths and never thought about them 
 
2. You take for granted your skills 
 
3. You are concentrating on improving weaknesses instead of focusing on strengths 
 
4. You are in the wrong job as you are not using your strengths 
 
5. You are not able to evaluate the right role for you 
 
 
Reviewing and understanding your key skills will help you understand what type of role will 
make you happy and energised. It also helps your career planning to maximize your strong 
skills or develop new skills. 
 
To get started on this core part of career planning we will look at skills and how to articulate 
them in a way that you will not feel arrogant or an over enthusiastic salesperson. After this 
important step is completed, we will go onto writing stories to describe how you successfully 
use your key skills and they are called Achievement Stories.  
 
 
What are skills? 
 
In essence, skills are the abilities that we can do well. They can be skills we have developed 
throughout our life or career (often called ‘soft skills’ e.g. a good team player) or those that we 
have been trained to do (e.g. technical skills like computer programming). As we become 
more experienced in our career our soft skills become harder to identify because they 
become ‘second nature’ and unconscious. The more experienced we are, the more complex 
our skill set becomes. 
 
For example, an Accountant may be titled ‘Financial Manager’, but the skills he/she may use 
in this job are way beyond the technical understanding of accountancy. If he/she were in a 
senior role they may have to represent the organisation at business meetings. In this case, 
they would need good people skills such as negotiating and public speaking. They are also 
likely to be managing people and need to be strong in skills like motivation, developing others 
and coaching. All these skills are beyond the technical skills and knowledge they learn in 
completing their Accounting degree or professional qualifications. 
 
Recruitment methods incorporate objective measures (often in line with Diversity 
requirements) to select staff, both internally and externally. HR managers set the criteria to 
evaluate the candidate against appropriate levels of skills, knowledge and attributes (called 
the competency framework) for each role in an organisation. These job descriptions help you 
identify roles that match your key strengths and find out the core skills required for that role.
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A core part of a successful career come from understanding your own key skills and finding 
the right role that capitalises on these strengths. Completing a skills inventory before writing a 
resume will help you to: 
 
 
 clarify what type of role will enjoy 
 understand the requirements for different types of jobs 
 make successful job applications 
 complete application forms - ‘essential criteria’ 
 describe your skills at interviews - ‘behavioural’ interviews 
 improve self-awareness and confidence to go for the job you want 
 help you to write biographies or the ‘about us’ website content 
 
 
SKILLS INVENTORY EXERCISE 
 
To achieve a rewarding career, you need to have a role that focuses on your strongest skills 
and this exercise is designed to help you identify these skills. This exercise can be very 
challenging and it may take some time to gather the information, so do not be hard on 
yourself and expect it to be completed quickly. 
 
STEP 1: 
 
1. Using the Skills Inventory write down a list of skills in the left-hand column of each 

section. (Refer to page 4 for a list of examples, to get started) 
 
2. Then, think of a story or example that demonstrates a particular skill and write them in the 

second column. It may be from your work experience or voluntary work or even a hobby. 
Sometimes annual reviews or personal reports from work experiences can help you 
complete this step. 

 
3. Rate your ability to do the skill in the next column labelled ‘Self Rating’. Be honest with 

yourself. Do not be too modest either. If you get stuck at this point, look back through the 
Lifeline Exercise you prepared earlier in 1. Taking Stock. 

 
4. Now, rate your enjoyment of that particular skill in the ‘Enjoyment Rating’ column. 
 
5. Next, review your list to see if you have forgotten any other key skills. You might want to 

take a break and come back to this step another day with a fresh view. 
 
 
STEP 2: 
 
1. Review the list thoroughly (a skill in itself!) 
 
2. Now, look for the skills that are scored 3 on both the ‘Self Rating’ and ‘Enjoyment Rating’ 

columns. Write the names of these skills in the Skills Inventory. Reorder your table so that 
the skills are ranked from 3 (strongest and preferred) down to 1 (weakest and least 
preferred) 

 
3. Then, look for the next highest scores, i.e. 2+3, 3+2 and enter them in the table until all 

skills are plotted 
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Your Skills Inventory may look something like this: 
 
 

SKILLS INVENTORY SELF 
RATING 

ENJOYMENT 
RATING 

SKILL EXAMPLES 1 2 3 1 2 3 
Teamwork Led a team of 5 people who coordinated 

the successful move for 200 people to the 
new office in Brighton in 2017 

3 3 

Interviewing Recruited a new Junior Administrator for 
the department in Jan 2016 from a list of 
30 applicants. 

2 3 

 
 
 
STEP 3: 
 
 
Now take a look at the highest rated scores and ask yourself: 
 
 
1. Where am I using these skills in any part of my life? 
 
2. What percentage of my work recently has been using these skills? 
 
3. Is there a pattern? Am I using some skills regularly and others seldom? 
 
 
Then, look at the weakest scores and ask yourself: 
 
 
4. Are they important part of my current role/life? 
 
5. Is there a pattern?  e.g. mostly people skills? 
 
 
 
At this point it often worthwhile to reflect on how you have been using your skills in your 
career to date. Often there is a strong link between the enjoyment and skills required for a 
role. If over 20% of your skills in your current role are your weakest and least enjoyable skills, 
you may be in the wrong role. It does not mean that you are incompetent. You may just be in 
a role requiring skills that are your weaker skills. 
 
You may find this exercise very challenging, but informative. You may found it helpful to think 
about the four key skills areas and which ones are most important to you. Having a sense of 
your key skills can help you identify your most suitable career paths. 
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Tips 
 

o In this exercise concentrate on writing stories together that clearly demonstrate the 
skill.  There are no wrong or right answers. The aim is for you to get an idea of the 
skills that you want to regularly use and enjoy using.  

 
o It might be helpful to ask someone else’s opinion of your key strengths. Maybe a work 

colleague or partner who you trust? They could even complete another skills 
inventory on how they see you.  They are the people who have seen you 
demonstrate these skills and are likely to be more objective than you about your 
skills. 

 
o Don’t rush this exercise and review the list at work. Be aware of the skills that you are 

using as you complete your daily tasks in your current role. 
 
o Be honest with yourself and concentrate on the skills that you have some evidence 

on using, not what you think are great skills to have. 
 
o Our strongest skills are often those that we cannot easily recall. Hence why we can 

take them for granted. 
 
 
SKILLS LIBRARY 
 
This list is a guide to some of the key skills that are often used in job descriptions. You may 
have others to add. Use this list to get you started on your own skills inventory. 
 
PEOPLE SKILLS Building relationships collaborating, consulting, influencing, negotiating, sharing, team 

working, creating consensus, mediating, monitoring, negotiating, 
resolving conflict, building rapport 

Communicating expressing ideas/thoughts, interacting, interviewing, listening, 
presenting, proposing ideas/plans/solutions, reporting back, 
speaking, facilitating, questioning 

People development training, teaching, coaching, counselling, giving feedback, 
assessing, interviewing, reflecting, supporting, advising, assisting, 
learning, co-operating 

Leading and directing delegating, motivating, leading, managing, chairing, recruiting, 
selling, persuading 

INFORMATION 
SKILLS 

Data management assessing, record keeping, budgeting, calculating, following 
instructions, diagnosing, tracking data/information, estimating, 
classifying, taking an inventory, collecting information/data, 
budgeting, monitoring 

Working with 
information 

organising, evaluating, reviewing, estimating, writing reports, 
making recommendations, editing, drafting, researching, analysing, 
testing, scheduling, working with detail, diary management, 
proofreading, gathering information, investigating, auditing 

Computer skills writing documents, creating spreadsheets, designing presentations, 
managing databases, printing, writing programs, finding 
information, writing emails, managing task lists, working with 
graphics, managing document libraries 

IDEAS SKILLS Fixing problems finding solutions, diagnosing, decision making, problem solving 
Innovating creating, designing, working with colour/shape, conceptualising, 

innovating 
Forward thinking forecasting, planning, organising, using intuition, visualising, 

generating alternatives, predicting 
SKILLS WITH 
THINGS 

Using tools or 
equipment 

fixing, repairing, operating machinery, constructing, assembling, 
building, making things, using tools, typing, using a keyboard, 
driving, cooking 

Physical coordinating, building, making, implementing, handling money 

 


